GOTHIC BLOCKS

ABCDEFI

GHJKLMW.

MNPQR

RSTUV\&

VIRGIN 6 TRAVELS SHADOWS

X2367¢4589$YZ

A T-square and compass was used to lay out this alphabet.
GOTHIC-EXERCISES-FOR-B-3-or-4-SPEEDBALL

1. Rule guide lines
2. One inch apart
3. LFELFEHHTHTTHTH
   Use arm movement
4. Don't contract fingers
   Make several lines
5. OF EACH EXERCISE
6. VAVAWAVAVAV
7. MYMKNKNYM
8. Give special attention
   To the down strokes
9. GDBPRDBPRGD
10. 2QQQS888
Rush Job or No Rush Job....

Time never gets the best of Speedball Drawing and Lettering Pens

In the making of posters for school or commercial use Speedball delivers a heap of satisfaction in just doing a better job and in less time.
XVII CENTURY ROMAN
with an Ornamental trimming

ABCD
E

FGHIK

JLMN\N

OPQR

STUW

XYZVG

Use any one style of ornamentation throughout an alphabet
ABCDEF
MNPQRSTK
UVW 12345
6789$
ace
abcdefg
hijklnyx
mopqrstuvwxyz
"DISPLAY ITALICS " Style D pen or brush